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THREE GENERATORS FOR MINIMAL WRITING-SPACE
COMPUTATIONS
SERGE BURCKEL 1 AND MARIANNE MORILLON 1
Abstract. We construct, for each integer n, three functions from
{0, l } n to {0,1} such that any boolean mapping from {0, l } n to {0, l}71
can be computed with a finite séquence of assignations only using the
n input variables and those three functions.
AMS Subject Classification. 68Q, O6E30, 03D15.
Let n be a positive integer. A n, 1-map is a rnapping from {O,!}71 to {0,1}
and a n,n-map is a mapping from {0, l } n to {0, l}n. Given a n, n-map E, the
computer scientist's problem is to write a program that computes from any vector
(zo, * • • ,#n-i) in {0, l } n its image (y0, * - , 2/n-i) = E(x0,... , x n _i); such a program uses N variables x 0 , . . . , x n _ i , . , . ., XN~I and consists of a finite séquence of
k assignations: for i — 0 to k — 1 do xVi := fi(xo,.,. ,XN-I) where 0 < Vi < N,
fi is a n, 1-map and (xo,... , scn-i) — {vo, • • • ? 2/n-i) holds at the end of the coraputation. Observe that a n, n-map E = ( E o , . . . , £/ n _i), where each n, 1-map Ei is
the 2-th component of E, is not (in gênerai) computed by the program: for % = 0
to n — 1 do XÏ :— Ei(xo,... ,x n _i). However, E is computed by the following
program using N = 2n — 1 variables:
1) copy almost all the initial vector: for ï = Q to n — 2 do xn+i .:= x^;
2) use the safe copy: for i = 0 to n — 1 do Xi .:= Ei(xn,... , a:-2n-2ï^n-i)For example, the 2,2-map T such that T{xo,.xi) = (xi,xo) (exchange) is not
computed by the program: XQ :— To(xoyxi)yXi := TI(XQ,XI) (that computes the
different 2,2-map (x o ,zi) »-> (xi,xi)) but T is usually computed by a program
using TV = 3 > n variables:

where /i is the i-tfo projection for any i e {0,1,2}.
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It is pertinent to ask the following question: is there a way to compute any n, nmap using no more than the n initial variables (i.e. N < n)? For example, it is well
known that the above exchange mapping T is computed by the following program:
^o := /o(tfo,si)i3i : = /i(#o,#i),#o := f2(^0,^1) where /o, ƒ1, ƒ2 are ail equal to
the XOR 2,1-map. In [2], we give a positive answer to the above question and
prove that any n, n-map E admits such a sequential décomposition, however, the
length of this décomposition can be exponential according to n. In [3], we give an
effective gênerai construction of length exactly n 2 using at most n variables. Since
both constructions in [2] and [3] rely on assignations using arbitrary mappings fj,
the following question is natural: is there a set of mappings that générâtes any
sequential décomposition with a minimal number of variables?
A resuit of Piccard (see [4]) implies that, for any finite set G, there are three
mappings such that any mapping E : G—>G has a décomposition into those three
mappings (a transposition, an identification and a circular shifting). We will use
this idea. However, this will require some refmements since we are interested in
décompositions of n, n-maps into n, 1-maps (and not into n, n-maps). In this paper
we construct for any n, three n, 1-maps T n , <7n, Sn that enable to buîld a sequential
décomposition of any n, n-map.
Définition. Let n be a positive integer. For any positive integer i, we dénote
by i[n] the remainder of i modulo n. Let F be a set of n, 1-maps. A n, n-map
E has a sequential décomposition over F if there exists a positive integer k and
nk mappings /o, • - • , fnk-i in F such that, for any (XQ, ... ,£ n -i) in {0, l } n and
(yo,--. iVn-i) = E(XQ,... ,x n _i), the program: for i = 0 to nk-l do x^n] :=
fi{vi[n\iX(%+i)[n\i>-- ,»(i+n-i)[n]) ends-with (ar o ,...,a;„_i) = (2/0,... ,yn-i)> The
integer nk is the length of this décomposition. A set F is n-generator (resp.
n-bijector) if any (resp. any bijective) n, n-map has a sequential décomposition
over F.
Observe that any n-generator set is also n-bijector. The previous définition is
a little bit different from [2]. Let us explain it: at any step, some variable Xi is
affected by means of the values of the n ones considered from xf.
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For instance, any affectation of the form Xi := Xi corresponds in the sequential
décomposition to the first projection n, 1-map.
The fonctions fi involved in a sequential décomposition may be quite different.
For any arbitrary large integer n, the cardinal of some n-generator set F could be
arbitrary large as well. The exchange mapping of two variables can be computed
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as XQ := Q(xo,Xi)]Xi := Q(xux0))X0 := Q(xo,xi);xi := P(xi,x 0 ) where Q
is the 2,1-map such that Q(a,b) = 0 if and only if (a = b) and F is the first
projection 2,1-map with F(a, 6) = a. We only need those 2 different 2,1-maps for
the exchange of two variables. But the set {F, Q} cannot be used for any 2, 2-map.
It is not n-generator and even not n-bijector as well. Since Q(0, 0) = F(0, 0) = 0,
the assignation (xo,£i) = (0,0) can never change during any computation. We
will construct in the sequel two functions that enable to exchange and to perform
any bijection over two variables. Observe that this set will be {F,Q}. We are
going to prove the following main resuit:
Theorem 1. For every positive integer n, there exists a n-generator set of cardinal 3 (resp. of cardinal 2 for n = 1) and a n-bijector set of cardinal 2 (resp. of
cardinal 1 for n = 1). Moreover, these cardinals are minimal.
The case n = 1 is obvious. Consider the two 1,1-maps 5, C such that 5(0)
= 1, 5(1) = 0 and C(0) = G(l) = 1. The set {S, C) is 1-generator since all the 4
possible 1,1-maps can be obtained by compositions of S and C. For example, the
program #o := C(XQ);XQ := S(XQ) maps any zo to 0. The set {S} is 1-bijector.
The identity map is computed with the séquence XQ := S{XO)]XQ := S(xo).
Consider an arbitrary ordering of {0, l} 71 . A transposition (resp. collapsing)
consists in the exchange (resp. identification) of two consécutive éléments. Notice that there are 2n different such elementary opérations. Any n, n-map E can
be decomposed into a finite séquence of transpositions and collapsings. For the
collapsings, one could identify two consécutive éléments to the first one or to the
second one. Both possibilities are equivalent up to a transposition:

Any finite séquence of n, 1-maps defines a n, n-map as follows.
Définition. Let F be a n, 1-map. The n, n-map F induced by F satisfies the
relations F(aM) = Mb if and only if F(aM) = b for any M in {0, l} 7 1 " 1 and a, b
in {0,1}. Let L = (Fi,... , Fk) be a finite séquence of n, 1-maps. This séquence
induces the n, n-map L = F^o... OF\.
For example, the 2,1-maps F, G such that:
F(00) - l;F(01) = l;F(10) = 1;F(11) = 0
G(00) = 0; G(01) = 1; G(10) - 0; G(ll) = 1
enable to induce the 2,2-maps
F(00) = 01; F(01) = 11; F(10) - 01; F(ll) = 10
0(00) = 00; G(01) = 11; 0(10) - 00; G(ll) = 11
= 11; (F^j(Ol) = 11; (F\G)(W)

- 11; (?G)(11) = 00.
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Adapting the resuit of [2] to this définition, a n, n-map E has a sequential décomposition if and only if there exists a finite séquence L of n, 1-maps such that E = L
and L has a length multiple of n. Then, for theorem 1, we will construct 3 different
functions over which there exists séquences that induce any transposition and any
collapsing. Following the construction of Sophie Piccard about mappings over finite sets (see [4]), any one of the 2n different transpositions (resp. collapsings) can
be computed by means of just a particular one and a circular shifting. According
to the work in [2], this circular shifting is induced by some n, 1-map constructed
from some Eulerian circuit in the de Bruijn graph Bn, Let Sn be this map. We
will modify Sn in order to construct a function Tn (resp. Cn) that nearly induces
a transposition (resp. collapsing). So, the set {Tn,Cn,Sn} will be n-generator.
Let us recall the définition of the de Bruijn graph Bn (see [1]). This graph is
composed of 2 n ~ 1 vertices labeled with the different éléments of {0, l}n~l and of
2 n edges labeled with the different éléments of {0, l}n. There is an edge labeled
aMb frorn the vertex aM to the vertex Mb for every a, b E {0,1} and every element
M of {0,

l}71'2.

Example. The graph B% is

001
000

110
The interesting property is that any graph Bn contains an Eulerian circuit (in
fact 22n~1~n ). The two ones of B3 are:
(000,001,011,111,110,101,010,100,000)
(000/001,010,101,011,111,110,100,000).
Any such circuit enables to construct a circular shift function in the following way.
Définition. Let (Mo, Mly... , M2«) be an Eulerian circuit of the de Bruijn graph
Bn (with M o = M2n = 0 n ). The associated circular shift Sn is the n, 1-map that
maps Mi to the last letter of Mi+i for 0 < i < 2n.
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Graph représentation of S2 and S3 (from the first Eulerian circuit in

toi
010

We need some information about every Eulerian circuit in Bn in order to have
some invariant regularities on the function Sn.
Lemma 2. For any positive integer n > 2; any Eulerian circuit in Bn necessarüy
contains the two subsequences: (Ol71"1, l n , l n ~ 1 0) and ( 1 0 n - 1 ï 0 n , 0 n - 1 l ) . The
relations Sn(01n~l) = l,S„(l n ) = 0,5'n(10ri~1) = 0,5 n (0 n ) = 1 always hold.
Proof. Observe that for any n > 2 the graph Bn contains the edges:
(01 n ~ 2 , ln~l)\ (01 n " 2 , l n ~ 2 0); ( l n " \ l n " 2 0); (l 71 " 1 , l*1"1).

,0
or
ln'2O

71 1

11

Any path from O ' to Y ' must use the edge (01 n " 2 , l71'1) labeled Ol71"1. Then
the only possibility to use the edge ( l " " 1 , ^ " 1 ) labeled ln is to use it next.
Then we have to take the edge (l 71 " 1 , l n ~ 2 0) labeled l 7 1 "^. We obtain the other
subsequence by symmetry and the relations on Sn directly follow.
•
Définition. The n, 1-map Tn satisfies ^(Ol"" 1 ) = 0 and Tn(ln)
Tn{M) = Sn(M) for any other element M G {0, l}n.
Graph représentation of T2 and T3:

= 1 and
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Définition. The n, 1-map Cn satisfies Cn(ln) = 1 and Cn(M) = Sn(M) for any
other element M e {0, l}n.
Graph représentation of C^ and C3:

The n, n-maps Sn and Tn are permutations on {0, l}71. Let us compute their
respective orders. This will give a useful Arithmetical property for the proof.
Lemma 3. For any n > 2, the séquence of Sn (resp. Tn) repeated 2n (resp.
2n — 1) times induces the identity n, n-map.
Proof. Observe that Sn maps any element of {0, l } n to the next one in the Eulerian
circuit. Composed 2 n times, we obtain the identity map. The n, n-map Tn is a
circular permutation on {0,l} n \{l n } and it leaves unchanged the element l n .
Repeated 2n — 1 times, we also obtain the identity map.
•
We can now prove the main resuit.
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove that for any integer n, the particular set {Tn, C n , Sn}
is n-generator. By construction, any transposition (resp. collapsing) is the composition of a finite number of Sn and Tn (resp. C n ) and again a finite number of Sn.
As any n, n-map E is the composition of some transpositions and collapsings, E is
induced by a finite séquence L on T n , C n , Sn- But it remains a problem of index.
The length l of this séquence L must be multiple of n in order to have a sequential
décomposition and affect the good variables at the end. For example, for n ~ 2,
the first projection P induces the exchange mapping since P(XQ}XI) = (#i,£o)But the corresponding program xo := P(xo, x\) = xo does nothing. So, the length
of the séquence is crucial. For that aim, we are going to add a subsequence that
induces the identity n, n-map such that the total length is a multiple of n. We
show now that it is always possible. Using Lemma 3, an obvious arithmetical
argument is available. Assume n is odd, so n is coprime with 2 n and for any
positive integer ft, there exists a positive integer q such that q.2n = h[n]. Then,
one can always add a certain number of identities, that each consists of 2 n times
Sni in order to obtain an equivalent calculus of length / + q2n = 0[n] that gives a
sequential décomposition. Assume now, n is even. In that case, n is not coprime
with 2n. We are going to use some Tn séquences of length 2 n — 1 that each induces
the identity n, n-map. As n can be not coprime with 2n~1 as well (for example
n = 6,2 n — 1 = 63), we also need some Sn séquences. For any n > 2, 2 n is coprime
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with 2 n — 1. For any positive integer ft, there exist two positive integers <?o, <?i such
that go-2n + çi-(2n — 1) = h[n]. Then, one can always add a certain number of
identities, that each consists of 2n times Sn or 2n - 1 times T n , in order to obtain
an equivalent calculus of length Z + go-2 n +çi.(2 n - 1) = 0[n] that gives a sequential
décomposition. Let us consider now the restriction to bijective mappings^ Those
are particular ones and can be constructed over {T n ,C n ,5 n }- Since Cn is not
one-to-one, Cn do not appear in any séquence for any bijection and {Tn,Sn} is
a n-bijector set. For the minimality, observe that for any n, 1-map [/, any two
different induced mappings U? and U? commute since UpoUq = ?/P+9 = U^oUp.
Hence, the set {U} is not n-bijector for n > 2 since there are bijections that do
not commute. So the cardinal of any n-bijector set is at least 2 for n > 2. Now,
any n-generator set contains at least one n, 1-map V such that the induced map
V is not one-to-one. Hence, the cardinal of any n-generator set is at least 3 for
n>2.
•
For any n, the Boolean functions T n , C n , Sn are effective. For example, 52(a, b) =
â, T2(a±b) = (â A b) V (a A 6), C2(a,6) = â V f ) . Observe that S2 = P and
T2 = <2 a n d, as we said in the introduction, {F, Q} is a 2-bijector set. For
n = 3, one has 5 3 (a,6,c) = (â A 6) V (â A c) V (a A 6 A c), T3(a,6,c) = T 2 (a,6),
Cz{a, 6, c) = T2(a, b) V (6 A c). It could be useful to have such expressions for any
n. As T n , C n depend on 5 n , we only need to have some Boolean expression of the
n, n-map that maps a vertex to the next one in some Eulerian circuit of the graphs
Bn.
Any n, n-map E can be coded by a finite word in {T,C,S}* (and in {T,S}*
for bijections) that represents its sequential décomposition. For the two variables
exchange, the séquence SSTST induces the Exchange mapping but, as we have
seen in the proof, it does not represent a sequential décomposition since its length
is 5 and gives the calculus from (xo,xi) = (0,1):

xo := T(l, 0) = 0, xx : - 5(0,0) = 1, x0 := T(0,1) = 0
that leaves the vector (0,1) unchanged. According to the proof, this calculus can
be completed with the identity induced by TTT
xx :=T(l,O) = O)o;o := T(0,0) = l,xi := T(0,1) = 0
and SSTSTTTT represents a sequential décomposition of length 8 for the exchange. Observe there are shorter calculus: STSSTT and TTSSTS of length 6.
What about this length in gênerai?
As any n, n-map T n , CnrSn maps an element of the Eulerian circuit to the next
one (or to the second next one for Tn on 0171"1) any n, n-map that maps the
element 0 n to the previous one ÏO71"1 will require at least 2 n — 2 steps that is
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exponential according to n. In a recent work [3], we prove that any n, rx-map has
a sequential décomposition in exactly n2 steps.
The authors wish to thank some anonymous référée for his comments and for pointing
out the link wit h Sophie Piccard's theorem.
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